
Message from JITCO JITCO

 Natural Disasters: Earthquakes 

Japan is prone to frequent earthquakes. There is no 
telling when and where an earthquake may strike, and 
when it does, people tend to fall into panic out of fear. In 
fact, since ancient times, the saying “earthquake, 
thunder, fire, and father” was used to describe what 
people in Japan feared the most. In order to be able to 
take appropriate action should an earthquake occur, it is 
important to maintain proper knowledge of earthquake 
countermeasures. It is also important to note that 
necessary actions change with the elapse of time. Below 
are guidelines excerpted from the Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government’s Disaster Prevention Information website.
[Five rules of thumb for actions in the event of an 
earthquake]
Protect yourself and your family first. 

Give top priority to protecting yourself and your family. 
The first strong quake usually lasts for about a minute. 
Take cover under a sturdy table or desk and protect your head. 

Remain calm and put out any fires or open flames. 
If a fire occurs, put it out without panicking. 
Make it a habit to put out open flames even in minor earthquakes. 

Do not rush outside. 
It is dangerous to rush outside without thinking. 
Assess the surrounding situation and act calmly. 

Open the door and secure an exit. 
In reinforced-concrete buildings, a quake may distort the door and 
cause you to be trapped inside. 

Act on accurate information. 
People tend to be susceptible to false rumors during a disaster. 
Pay attention to information from the media, local governments, the 
fire department, and the police. 

[Action manual in the event of an earthquake] 
Immediately after feeling a quake (0 – 2 minutes after a 
quake)

The first thing you should do is to protect yourself 
from falling objects, such as by taking cover under a 
desk, protecting your head with something like a 
cushion or magazine, or moving away from furniture, 
glass, and windows. 

After a strong quake subsides (2 – 5 minutes after a 
quake)

Turn off the stove and any other flames in the kitchen. 
Before evacuating, turn off the circuit breaker and the 
gas at the main valve. 

After putting out any fires or flames (5 – 10 minutes 
after a quake) 

Check and secure the safety of your family, gather 
disaster and evacuation information, and secure an 
evacuation route. 

After getting outside (10 minutes to half a day after a 
quake)

Check the condition of your neighbors and cooperate 
in rescuing people in collapsed houses and under 
toppled furniture, putting out fires that occur, and 
aiding injured people. 




